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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text-to-Speech Support for Students: An Orientation to the ReadSpeaker tools in Your D2L Course Description: Did you know that we have 3 text-to-speech tools integrated into our D2L environment? ReadSpeaker’s webReader, docReader, and TextAid tools are available for any student to access in D2L and they don’t require students to download or install anything to use them. �Text-to-speech tools support Universal Design for Learning by giving students the option of listening to the content they are reading online. For instructors, the integrated ReadSpeaker tools can also provide quick feedback on how accessible your content files are to students with visual disabilities.�Attend this info session to learn more about how the ReadSpeaker tools can support accessibility and inclusive practices in your D2L courses.Scope: Info sharing and some demonstration of the tools.--Note: Will demo the ReadSpeaker webReader and docReader tools to demo student experience of a reader on different file types – including before & after improvements. Will demo some components of TextAid – e.g. text-to-speech for anything outside of Content [via copy/paste, doc upload or floating webReader]; voice-to-text and support for literacy skills. 



  

  

 

  

In Today’s Session 

1. Introductions 

2. What is Text-to-Speech and who is it for? 

3. Where do you find these tools in D2L? 

4. webReader 

5. docReader 

6. TextAid 

7. Questions? (& Resources) 

This presentation is released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License (CC-BY-SA) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: in the Resources list at the end of this presentation – links to ReadSpeaker’s collection of video tutorials on YouTube for webReader, docReader, TextAid.



 

   

  

What is Text-to-Speech (TTS)? 

TTS: 
Technology that reads digital text 

aloud. 

This presentation is released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License (CC-BY-SA) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is Text-to-Speech? Simply put, text-to-speech technologies let your computer/device read digital text aloud to you. (** NOTE re: terminology. We often use “screen readers” and “text to speech” interchangeably, but there is a difference between screen-readers and text-to-speech like ReadSpeaker. A screen-reader also provides support for navigating a whole website, an operating system, an app, a software program – AND provides text-to-speech support. Technologies like ReadSpeaker’s tools provide only text-to-speech interpretation; well suited for students with reading difficulties, etc. and some support students with visual disabilities. )TTS can take words on a computer or other digital device and convert them into audio. TTS is very helpful for students who struggle with reading, but it can also help students with writing and editing, and even focusing. TTS reading speed can be increased/slowed down, can highlight words as they are read aloud (see text and hear it at the same time; Combines “multisensory reading experience that combines seeing with hearing”)The three ReadSpeaker tools we have in D2L can convert the text of your Word, PDF, PPT, and web pages into audio. Students can follow along with the highlighted text, set their preferred reading speed, etc.Some benefits of TTS for students:Improves word recognitionIncreases the ability to pay attention and remember information while readingFocus on comprehensionHelps students recognize and fix errors in their own writing 



  

  

 

   
  

   

  

RS Tools support ALL Students 

• Any student in a D2L-based course can access 
these tools. 

• No download or installation required. 

• The more accessible* your own Content files are, 
the better the quality of the text-to-speech will 
be. 
* “accessible” = meets WCAG 2.1 technical standards 

This presentation is released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License (CC-BY-SA) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supports all students – but particularly valuable for students with reading disabilities, students learning a new language, students for whom English is a second-language, etc.webReader, docReader automatically available in your D2L Content; may need to add TextAid to your course navbar if you have customized it and removed tools that were part of the default My Tools menu.NOTE: the experience students have with your files in the ReadSpeaker tools will be influenced by how accessible your files were to begin with. 

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#guidelines


 

  

ReadSpeaker in D2L Content 
ReadSpeaker’s webReader and docReader in D2L 

This presentation is released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License (CC-BY-SA) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview of settings options (incl MP3 download), a web file, a Word doc, and a scanned PDF.Sample files/tools: webReader: available in Contents, Quizzes, Assignments. docReader: available in Contents. Settings/options include: Languages (American English voices, Australian English, Canadian French voices.)



 

  

  

ReadSpeaker (cont’d) 

ReadSpeaker’s TextAid in D2L 

(including view of floating Web Reader) 

This presentation is released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License (CC-BY-SA) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TextAid is a reading, writing & studying tool. Especially valuable for literacy support (e.g. students with dyslexia, students learning a second language, etc.) Includes both text-to-speech and speech-to-text. Listen to audio versions of assignments, textbooks, scanned notes, personal documents – while reading along with highlighted text.�The floating Web Reading tool available to students via the full TextAid tool allows students to access text-to-speech support on external websites and also within other areas of D2L where the docReader & webReader tools are not available. (E.g. News, Discussions) Also on students’ own written work; can use it on personal documents uploaded to TextAid library and/or create written work in the tool. NOTE: the full TextAid tool has a lot of potential for supporting second-language courses and students for whom English is a second language, as well as speech-to-text composition for students with dyslexia, mobility issues, etc. Settings/options include: Languages (American English voices, Australian English, Canadian French, American Spanish, French, Japanese, Korean.)Voice reading (TTS): hear text read aloud, use the highlighting tools to follow along with words being read, set preferred reading speed and the reading language, document reading settings, etc.Voice typing/dictation (Speech-to-text): record voice to text; edit the text on the page as needed. (Testimonials from language instructors this year.)Japanese language courses: Students can type their own sentences, and practice reading and pronunciation of their own textsPronunciation guidance. “I used TextAid for my students to practice pronunciation and intonation of what they wrote”“In the past, I was unable to fully provide feedbacks on their pronunciation/intonation of what each student WROTE themselves.  It was just impossible to record 4 classes = nearly 100 different write-ups, by myself to give feedback in a timely manner.  TextAid was used in a project (video presentation).  …In the process, they had to use TextAid to practice intonation and pronunciation.  The end-product was heavily evaluated on them.  So my students knew that they had to use TextAid if they wanted to get a good mark. TextAid was so useful since it can help students NOT ONLY with the individual word pronunciation (which they can easily find from the audio files that came with the text or just using online dictionary) BUT ALSO it can help them with the intonation of how each sentence flows, sound wise. … Just like I had a T.A. helping my student to read what they wrote. I was able to tell who did practice with TextAid and who did not.  It was quite apparent.  Those who did practiced with it found the TextAid was very helpful in getting the intonation/pronunciation down.  Many of the presentations that they submitted were so well done.  I shed happy tears.”Spanish language courses:“If I were to do it again, I would incorporate a couple of assignments that require students to use TextAid because I think this would help them a lot. The fact that they can look at a text and hear an accurate voice say the words at the same time really drills in things like how the “h” is always silent in Spanish. There’s something very powerful about seeing and hearing a word at the same time in a new language that really helps our brains retain the information. I would also make a list of problem words that students find hard to pronounce at first, then ask them to practice with TextAid to learn these.The times students and I used it we all had a positive experience and the quality of the speaking voice that reads aloud an inputted text I found quite accurate in terms of pronunciation”



  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
  

  

Resources to Use 
• eLearning Tutorials: Accessibility 
• BC Open Textbook Accessibility Toolkit 
•WCAG (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) 
•WebAIM’s WAVE (Web Accessibility Evaluation tool) 
• Microsoft Office “Accessibility Checker” 
• ReadSpeaker video tutorials on YouTube (Channel) 

– Playlist of webReader videos 
– Playlist of docReader videos 
– Playlist of TextAid videos 

•ReadSpeaker’s “SoftChalk” lessons for webReader, 
docReader, TextAid 

This presentation is released under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License (CC-BY-SA) 

https://elearningtutorialscamosun.opened.ca/accessibility/
https://opentextbc.ca/accessibilitytoolkit/
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#guidelines
https://wave.webaim.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1XftPBh3QPQzoN0VW1QwWQ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVqWGX39IRjXHJrgfwaAFwU_9b25eJWEi
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVqWGX39IRjUxz0nL-nJEhZkezLxPgLfP
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVqWGX39IRjXVgqW_iNGXHcY3FLJg4pdc
https://www.softchalkcloud.com/lesson/serve/5mJ7qTXwt8nSOr/html
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